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This paper presents a naturalness rating study concerning the distribution of two Japanese evidential
endings,youda anddarou, and argues that these morphemes do not form a homogeneous category:youda
is an evidential morpheme which makes no reference to modality/probability (contra Mccready and
Ogata, 2007) whiledarou is a modal expression which expresses the speaker’s bias/weakened assertion.
The distribution is correctly predicted by optimality theoretic competition (Zeevat 2004).
BASIC DATA: The sentence in (1) exemplifies the pragmatic contrast between “bare” declaratives
(indicated by∅) and declaratives marked with one of the evidential particlesyouda or darou. When the
speaker has directly witnessed the event described, the bare assertion is preferred (1a). In (1b), where
there is “some visible, tangible or audible evidence” (Aoki1986) available, the use ofyouda is felicitous,
while the bare assertion and the use ofdarou are blocked. Finally, when the speaker is expressing a mere
guess from general knowledge, the use ofdarou is the most natural (1c).
(1) Kinou

yesterday
John-wa
John-TOP

wain-o
wine-ACC

takusan
many

nonda
drank

∅/darou/youda.
∅/DAROU/YOUDA

‘John drank a lot of wine yesterday.’
a. Witness C: The speaker directly witnessed him drinking a lot. (X∅/#youda/#darou)
b. Evidence C: There are a lot of empty wine bottles in John’s room. (#∅/Xyouda/#darou)
c. General (no evidence) C: John likes wine very much. (#∅/#youda/Xdarou)

To confirm the empirical validity of the above observation objectively (see Schütze, 1996), we conducted
a naturalness rating experiment to test the hypothesis thattype of context affects the choice of the parti-
cles.
EXPERIMENT: The participants were asked to read the context and target sentence, and then judge the
naturalness of stimuli under the given context on a 7-point scale. Figure 1 shows the average naturalness
ratings in each condition, which support the introspection-based observation summarized above. The
bare assertion was the most natural in Witness contexts (compared withyouda: t = −14.03, p < 0.001;
with darou: t = −21.27, p < 0.001). Youda was the most natural in Evidence contexts (compared
with bare: t = −9.137, p < 0.001; with darou t = −10.952, p < 0.001). Darou was the most natural
in Background contexts (compared with bare:t = −4.028, p < 0.001; with youda t = −0.296, p =
0.7672).
SEMANTICS OF youda AND darou: We claim thatyouda anddarou are not homogeneous;youda is
an evidential morpheme which makes no reference to modality/probability whiledarou is a modal that
indicates the speaker’s epistemic bias. McCready and Ogata(2007) propose a Bayesian modal semantics
for a number of evidentials, includingyouda (but notdarou); simply put, the account has the following
two components:
(2) p-youda, relativized to agenta, indicates that:

a. some informatione has leda to raise the subjective probability ofp
b. a takesp to be probably but not certainly true (.5 < Pa(p) < 1) after learninge

The acceptability ofp-youda & ¬p in (3) shows that the M&O’syouda-as-modal treatment cannot
be maintained, since M&O’s proposal requires aminimal degree of subjective probability for p.
(3) Kinou John-wa wain-o takusan nonda youda kedo, jitsu-wanondeinai

‘John drank a lot of wine yesterday-YOUDA, but in fact he didn’t drink any.’
In contrast,p-darou & ¬p is unacceptable, showing that adarou-marked utterance commits the speaker
to the propositional content, though it is a weakened commitment sincep-darou is dispreferred in witness
or evidence contexts, as we have seen in (1) and Figure 1.
(4) *Kinou John-wa wain-o takusan nonda darou kedo, jitsu-wa nondeinai

‘John drank a lot of wine yesterday-DAROU, but in fact he didn’t drink any.’
Based on these facts, we propose the following semantics. Asdefined in (5a),p-youda is an evidential

statement which asserts that the speaker perceived a situation s and there is a causal relationR and an
event/situation propertyq wherep situations typically causeq situations. That is,s is evidence forp
(deriving evidentiality from causal dependency is discussed in (Authors, in progress)). Note thatp-
youda only asserts the existence of an event and a causal relation and does not commit the speaker in
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any way top; such commitments are generated pragmatically, and can be cancelled. On the other hand,
p-darou is simply a high probability modal at the semantic level.
(5) a. JyoudaK = λp〈s,t〉.λs. PERCEIVE(a, s) & ∃R∃q[CAUSE(R)& q(s)&R(p, q)]

b. JdarouK = λp〈s,t〉..5 < Pa(p) < 1, wherea is the speaker.
These denotations leave open the question of how the evidence-less restriction ofdarou utterances

comes about. One possibility is to treat this as a presupposition (Hara, 2006) or part of the lexical
meaning (M&O, 2007), but this treatment encounters a numberof problems (discussions omitted for
space reasons). Instead, we provide a pragmatic analysis which predicts the distribution.
PRAGMATIC COMPETITIONS: The preference observed in the experiment is correctly accounted for
by three OT pragmatic constraints, QUALITY , QUANTITY and RELEVANCE. QUALITY is the highest-
ranked constraint and dictates that the speaker’s subjective probability forp be close to 1 (See Davis et
al (2008) for the formal implementation). QUANTITY militates against any weakened (e.g., by modals)
assertions. Thus, any utterance ofp-darou violates QUANTITY . RELEVANCE penalizes assertion of
propositions that do not address the Question under Discussion (QUD, Roberts 1996). Since an utterance
of p-youda does not directly address the issue of whetherp or ¬p, it always violates RELEVANCE.
The modalizedp-darou, on the other hand, does address the issue, hence itis relevant (see also Franke
& De Jager, 2007). QUANTITY outranks RELEVANCE, in line with Levinson’s (2000) schema where
Q(uantity)-principle precedes I(nformativness)-principle and M(anner)-principle.

In context (1a), the use ofdarou is ruled out by QUANTITY since the speaker weakened her commit-
ment while the stronger bare assertion is available. The useof youda is ruled out by RELEVANCE, since
p-youda is not an assertion ofp but it only claims that there is evidence forp, leaving the bare declarative
as the winner, as illustrated by the tableau (6).
(6)

QUD = {p,¬p} QUAL QUANT REL

a. ☞ p

b. p-darou ∗!
c. p-youda ∗!

(7)
QUD = {p,¬p} QUAL QUANT REL

a. p ∗!
b. p-darou ∗!
c. ☞ p-youda ∗

(8)
QUD = {p,¬p} QUAL QUANT REL

a. p ∗!
b. ☞ p-darou ∗
c. p-youda ∗! ∗

In (1b), the speaker only has perceptual evidence forp. This does not satisfy the high-probability demand
of the default context, so QUALITY blocks the bare declarative. The utterance ofp-youda does not violate
QUALITY , since the speaker is fully committed to the existence of theperceived event and causal relation,
though not top itself. The use ofdarou is ruled out by QUANTITY , as depicted in (7).

In (1c), the speaker does not have any direct or indirect evidence forp. Use of the bare declarative
in (1c) is blocked by QUALITY due to the pressure requiring the high subjective probability. The use
of youda is also blocked by QUALITY ; the speaker has no perceptual evidence which is caused by a
p situation. Since modalizingp with darou in effect satisfies the high-probability demand, QUALITY

demands the use ofdarou, as illustrated in (8).
CONCLUSION: The Japanese evidentials do not form a homogeneous category. The use ofyouda
expresses existence of evidence and causal relation without commitment top or referring to modal-
ity/probability, while the use ofdarou modalizes and weakens the assertion ofp. The evidence-less
condition of darou is not semantically encoded. Optimality theoretic competition makes the correct
prediction for the distribution empirically justified by the naturalness rating study.
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Figure 1: Average Naturalness Ratings
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